
 

9 Sycamore Avenue
Port Seton

East Lothian
EH32 0UA

Telephone: 01875-815348
Mobile:  07973-141622

Email: GroomingEnquiry@SplashDogGrooming.co.uk
Website: www.SplashDogGrooming.co.uk

Partners: Alastair & Marina Ritchie

1st September 2011
Update No. 4

We now have a shop at 55 High Street, Cockenzie EH32 0DG

Our new phone number from 4th October 2011 is 01875-812648

The majority of our customers have now had update 1,  2 & 3 informing them of our new shop which
we took ownership on the 5th May.  If you have not had one of the earlier handouts they are available
for download on the dedicated shop refurbishment page link on the home page of our website.  If you
don’t have internet access, we carry a few of the update 2 & 3 handouts in the van.  Update 2
additionally contains all of the update 1 handout text.  This update additionally contains most of the
text from update 3.  Please ask if you want a copy of update 2 and/or 3.  Our new price list effective
from the studio opening is given out with this update and on our website.

When we open on the 4th October 2011 we will be the only dedicated professional dog grooming
premises on a High Street location anywhere in East Lothian.  As well as increasing the capacity for
our service we will be including a drop in, no appointment required, “DIY Dog Wash 'n Dry” facility.
Further service enhancements may include the introduction of online appointment booking, card
payment facilities and an automatic grooming customer loyalty points scheme which will offer the
opportunity for discounted/free products or appointments.  Once open, we will be reducing our
mobile service and adding a small surcharge for those still wishing a mobile appointment as
previously notified in the update 2 handout and detailed in our new price list.

Since the vast majority of our 600 doggy customers will be changing to the studio, the mobile service
to is being reduced to FIVE locations one day a week only.  We have decided that the mobile
grooming day will be a FRIDAY, and the areas covered will be centred on: Musselburgh,
Ormiston, Haddington, Dunbar and North Berwick.  The North Berwick area has expanded
to include Dirleton, Archerfield and Gullane en-route to/from North Berwick.  The Musselburgh area
has expanded to include Whitecraig.  We will NOT be providing a mobile service to ANY other areas.
See information in our price list effective from 4th October 2011 for collect and returns within a 2.5



mile radius of the studio, the mobile service supplement plus some changes to the conditions, in
particular to the mobile service on the reverse.  As we now have purpose build wash and dry facilities
in the studio we will no longer be catering for extra large or giant breeds for mobile appointments.
Please also note that we will not cater for dogs in the studio which constantly bark or howl when
being groomed as this would cause an unacceptable noise nuisance to our neighbours.

Advance bookings for the mobile appointments have been filling up since we started pre-allocating
them for November and are now almost fully booked to the year end.  We will have between 6 and
8 appointments available on a mobile service day.  Although you will be given an appointment time
just as at present for both Studio and Mobile, it will become a very rough approximation for the
Mobile service as they progress through the day.  Don't assume by this that we are more likely to be
late arriving as the day progresses as we quite often finish quicker than anticipated, plus with less
travelling scheduled between appointments, could be just as likely to arrive early.  We expect Studio
appointment times will change in early 2012 to being morning or afternoon, with all morning dogs
arriving at 9am and all afternoon dogs arriving at 1pm.  Owners will then be called to collect as soon
as we can determine when their dog(s) will be ready.  This rescheduling will allow us to prioritise
dogs more efficiently for grooming which will create more appointments which will help us to reduce
our appointment lead times as well as being able to accommodate "urgent" cases easier.

We now have the logistical nightmare of re-booking everyone that are staying mobile to a Friday as
near to their existing appointment as we can for their area, and everyone else that are currently
booked on Friday's to other days.  It’s around 200 appointments and we don't expect it to be a
smooth process, but we'll try our best and will appreciate your patience!

Initially on Fridays, only the “no appointment DIY Wash ‘n Dry service” will be available in the
morning at the Studio, which will close by 1pm for a half day.

Alastair & Marina Ritchie

Scan this QR code with your smart phone’s barcode scanner app to obtain our meCard contact details


